
7th & 8th Grade Band Festival Evaluation /Creative Music Project  

Due Friday April 17, 2020 or before 
125 points  

 50 points = definitions (DJC) and comment sheet (RJC) 

  AND 

 *75 points = final copy of “Student Band Festival Evaluation” letter    

OR 

 *75 points = Creative music project (see next page for projects) 
* Starred categories above can be substituted with participation in any of the following events (75 points each): 

Audition/participation in State, Tri-Co. or All-Co. Honor Bands, District or State Solo and Ensemble Festival. 

 

Student Band Festival Evaluation       
     Based upon our March 12th festival concert, use comments from your director, the judges' 

tapes, the music definition sheet and the judges' adjudication sheets to write a letter for next 

year’s 7th & 8th grade band members, or to an administrator, explaining the Festival process and 

evaluating the band's performance at the District XI Band Festival. 

 

     Before you begin writing, think about how you would explain the events that occurred at the 

Festival.  Reciting the judges written and verbal comments, think about several of the band's 

strong points in our performance.  Using your notes to quote from the judges, consider several 

areas in our performance the band could improve.  Take a position and argue whether you agree 

or disagree with the judges' final rating and comments.  Based on your personal experience in 

the last 2 months think about 6 or more recommendations for ways you think the band could 

improve.   

     Now write a letter for next year’s 7th/8th grade band members or an administrator explaining 

the Festival process and evaluating the band's performance at the District XI Band Festival. 

 

Task:     Write a letter        

 

Audience:    to Next Year’s Band       

 

Purpose:    Describe festival and evaluate out performance   

 

Count 

1. think about how you would explain the events that occurred at the Festival  

2. think about several of the band's strong points in our performance according to the judges  

3. consider several areas in our performance the band could improve according to the judges  

4. argue whether you agree or disagree with the judges' final rating  

5. think about 6 or more recommendations for ways you think the band could improve  

 

 



Possible Music projects 

1) Audition/Participation in the All-County, Tri-County, All-State honor bands, District IV Solo & 

Ensemble Festival AND/OR a JHMS Arts Night (if it occurs) (75 points each event) 

If you’ve done the above events then list them for credit below. (You must turn in this page to get credit) 

               

               

 

2) Compose an original melody (32 or more measures) for your instrument based on a story, poem, or folk 

tale (like the “Danse Macabre” or “Rudolph”).  Make sure the number of notes match up with the number of 

syllables in the poem or make up your own story that matches the style of your music.  Make sure the tempo 

and style of the music match the character of the poem.  Write a short explanation of how you constructed your 

piece of music and how it relates to the poem.  Pieces should be written neatly or printed on lined staff paper. 

 

3) Compose an original melody for your instrument (32 measures or more) based on one of the pieces we 

played for festival.  Use a legato style as in the beginning of “Creed”, or use a marcato/staccato style as in 

beginning of “Slavonic Dance”, or use scales and arpeggios or a rhythmic ‘motif’ like “Harbinger”.  Write a 

short explanation of how your piece compares to one of the pieces we have learned for festival.  Pieces should 

be written neatly or printed on lined staff paper. 

 

4) Compose an original duet for your instrument (16 measures or more) based on one of the pieces we 

played for festival.  Use block chords like “Slavonic Dance”, dissonance as in “Creed” or call and response like 

“Harbinger”.  Write a short explanation of how your piece compares to one of the pieces we have learned for 

festival.  Pieces should be printed on lined staff paper. 

 

5) Compose an original solo melody for your instrument with at least two-piece percussion accompaniment 

(24 measures or more) based on one of the pieces we played for festival.  Write a short explanation of how your 

piece compares to one of the pieces we have learned for festival.  Pieces should be printed on lined staff paper. 

 

6) On your instrument Perform two contrasting folk songs not found in our method book.  Give a short 

oral report that would include reading the lyrics and information about the pieces (origin, meaning, context or 

story) and how you would perform the piece to match the style of the folk song. 

 

7) E-mail a composer or arranger and write a report about one of the pieces we performed at festival.  

Include detailed information about how the piece was constructed and the composer's inspiration for the piece. 

 

8) Attend a concert where either classical or band music would be played.  Research information and write 

short program notes about each piece to be shared with the class. 

 

9) Write an in depth research paper comparing four or more concert band composers and their music.  At 

the conclusion of the paper you should argue which composer had the biggest impact on the music of their time 

period.   

 

10)  Come up with your own music project that must be pre-approved by Mr. W 

 



Definitions for Judges Categories(DJC) 

Part of learning to evaluate yourself or your group is to know terminology associated with what you do.  In 

class we will discuss each word below as its relates to music performance.  The capitalized words are the main 

category and the lower case words are sub-categories that describe the main category.  Please write a definition 

to each as we describe them in class. 

 

TONE   The quality or character of sound produced on an instrument.   

beauty  The attractiveness of sound quality.       

blend   The mixture of different sound qualities.      

control  The ability to manage or maintain sound quality.     

INTONATION  The ability to play in tune and match pitch.      

chords  The ability to play harmony in tune.       

melodic line The ability to play the main theme (melody) in tune.    

tutti   The ability to play all parts together in tune.      

TECHNIQUE  The method or manner used to play instrument and music correctly  

articulation  The ability to created space or connect notes using tonguing or slurring.  

facility  The ability of each person to play their part.      

precision  The accuracy of notes and fingerings.       

rhythm  The accuracy of notes at the right time.       

BALANCE The equality of sound between instruments.      

ensemble  The equality of sound throughout the entire band.     

sections  The equality of sound in each instrument section.     

INTERPRETATION To create a musical understanding or style in performance.  

expression  The ability to create emotions in music using dynamics.    

phrasing  The ability to create a musical sentence on one breath.    

style   The manner or method used to create different fashions of music.  

tempo  The ability to create emotion using the speed of music.    

MUSICAL EFFECT  The ability to create emotional impact on the audience.  

artistry  The craftsmanship, creativity, or imagination used in performance.  

fluency  The method in making a performance flow      

OTHER FACTORS  Non-musical elements that effect performance   

choice of music The appropriateness or difficulty level of selected music   

instrumentation The quantity of color versus common instruments in the band   

discipline  The behavior, etiquette, and conduct of band members on and off stage  

appearance The ability to look professional through uniformity of dress   



Review of Judges Comments (RJC) 
Take Notes - Find at least 10 things for each category below that the judges stated or wrote in their critique. 

TONE (beauty, blend, control)            

                

                

                

                

                

                

INTONATION (chords, melodic line, tutti)           

                

                

                

                

                

                

TECHNIQUE (articulation, facility, precision, rhythm)         

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

BALANCE (ensemble, sections)            

                

                

                

                

                

INTERPRETATION (expression, phrasing, style, tempo)         

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

                

MUSICAL EFFECT (artistry, fluency)           

                

                

                

                

                

OTHER FACTORS (choice of music, instrumentation, discipline, appearance)      

                

                

                

                


